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It's that time of year again!  Time to look back at 2009 and make plans for 2010.  Probably the biggest news of 2009 was
Robert's (mild) heart attack in late May; after his feeling a little off on a few bike rides, we went to the emergency room, and the
tests showed he indeed had a heart attack and had a couple of 80% blockages.  So he now sports a couple of bare metal stents
and is as good as new, if not better.  Save for that excitement - which we hope not to repeat - we had another good year of travel
and seeing friends and family.   There was a Hispanic theme to the year as our major excursions were to Chiapas, southern
Mexico in March/April, and to Spain in September.  The Chiapas trip was a hiking/camping trip that took us up to the lovely El
Triunfo nature reserve; Spain was a tough cycling tour that tracked with the last week of the Vuelta a España pro cycling tour,
after which we travelled north into the Basque country.  (Luckily Robert was able to train up for the cycling trip after getting a
thumbs up from the cardiologist!)  We also very much enjoyed shorter trips to Phoenix to visit with the Ginsbachs and
Deichmeisters; to Arkansas with Liza's mom Alpha to visit family there; to southern California twice for family events -
Robert's brother Rod's wedding, and his mom Claire's 80th birthday party; back to Phoenix/Tempe for the USC/ASU football
game in September; and a return to southern California for Thanksgiving.

 
Next year our plans include a west Mexico birding trip, a long-awaited trip (and cycling tour) in Croatia, and a trek into the
Grand Canyon down to the Phantom Ranch.  Hoping also to swing some weekenders in California and New Mexico...or
wherever we can reasonably get to on a short trip.

 
Wishing you all a happy holiday season and a marvelous 2010. Or to quote a (sigh) commercial on the air right now, from the
Gap:

2,4,6,8 'tis the time to liberate
 Go Christmas, go Hanukkah, go Kwanza, go Solstice

 go classic tree, go plastic tree, go plant a tree, go without a tree
 you 86 the rules, you do what just feels right

 happy do-whatever-you-wantaka
 and to all a cheery night!

  
Watch the video here: YouTube - Gap 2009 Holiday Commercial

Click photos for larger versions.

 Our transportation in Chiapas, 
 Mexico - a cattle truck

 

 Ron Beck and Robert getting 
 comfy on the truck

 
 Robert "Indiana" Weissler -

 at El Triunfo high camp,
Chiapas,

 Mexico

 Yes, Liza is tired!  Much
hiking

 that week in Chiapas
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 In Phoenix with the Ginsbach
and

 Deichmeister families
 

 Newly-married Rod and Kathy
 Weissler, and Robert/Rod's

Aunt Alla
  Robert, Ken Schmidt, and 

 Rod at Rod's wedding
 

 Liza's Uncle Melvin and Aunt
Pat,

 Arkansas
 

 On Liza's cousin Mike's farm,
 Arkansas

 

 Bingham family!  Aunts
Pauline,

 Margaret, Donna; Alpha;
Uncle Melvin,

 and Liza
 

 No more famous Uncle Melvin
 chocolate cream pie left in the

pan!
 

 Robert cycling outside Madrid
 at La Granja, Spain

 

 Liza enjoying a beer in
Pedraza,

 Spain
 

 Liza on the route with tour
leader

 Pablo pointing the way!
 

 Robert's the king of the
mountains!

 Atop the Navacerrada, Spain
 

 Liza at the final finish line of
the 

 Vuelta a España, Madrid,
Spain

 

 Robert at the Palacio Real,
 Madrid

 

 Everywhere you go, there's
 a San Pedro.  This one is in
 Loporzano, Spain

 

 Liza at Ordesa National Park,
 Spain

 
 Enjoying paella in 

 San Sebastian, Spain
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 Roberto at the monument to
 El Encierro, or the Running of

 the Bulls, Pamplona, Spain
 

 Phoebe was a radiocat!  Radio-
 iodine treatment for

hyperthyroidism
 left her temporarily radioactive

 

 Maureen, Robert, and Luci
high

 atop the Sun Devil Stadium in 
 Tempe, Arizona; Lee was there

too!
 

 Downhill to breakfast!  Bob,
John,

 Sully, and Ron P at the
Hereford

 Bridge, San Pedro River
  

 Claire at her 80th birthday
party

 Rachel and Rod at Claire's
party

 Alpha and Chris Dunmire in
Alpha's 

 kitchen at Thanksgiving
  Lee and Liza at Alpha's on 

 Thanksgiving
 

 Lee relaxing before the USC-
UCLA 

 football game
 

 Liza, Maureen (a USC TMB
silk!),

 Margaret, and Robert at the
tailgate

 before the USC-UCLA
football game

 

 In the stands at the USC-
UCLA game -

 Lee, Margaret, Alpha, Liza,
Luci

 

 You're lucky we had a UCLA
 helmet on display at all! 

Thanks Lee!
 

For more photos, click the following links, or browse on our web site's home page.
 

Chiapas, Mexico
Spain - Madrid, Pamplona, San Sebastian
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